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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose to enhance learned image compres-
sion systems with a richer probability model for the latent
variables. Previous works model the latents with a Gaussian
or a Laplace distribution. Inspired by binary arithmetic cod-
ing, we propose to signal the latents with three binary values
and one integer, with different probability models.
A relaxation method is designed to perform gradient-
based training. The richer probability model results in a
better entropy coding leading to lower rate. Experiments
under the Challenge on Learned Image Compression (CLIC)
test conditions demonstrate that this method achieves 18 %
rate saving compared to Gaussian or Laplace models.
Index Terms— Image Coding, Autoencoder, Entropy
Coding, Convolutional Neural Network
1. INTRODUCTION
Data compression can be summarized in three main steps.
First, the input signal is encoded into more compact variables
called latents. Then, the latents are transmitted with a coding
method achieving a rate near to the Shannon entropy. Lastly,
the input signal is decoded from the latents. As a real number
has an infinite information quantity (i.e. an infinite number of
bits), lossy coding methods only work with finite set of val-
ues. To address this issue, latents are quantized, introducing
distortion on both the latents and the reconstructed signal.
Lossy image compression can thus be expressed as an op-
timization problem: jointly minimizing the distortion and the
rate (i.e. information in the latents). Traditional coding ap-
proaches such as JPEG or BPG (HEVC-based image com-
pression) [1, 2] typically solve this problem using linear pre-
dictions and transforms. Deep neural networks can learn com-
plex non-linear functions, making them well suited to reach
better optimum and coding efficiency. However, the discrete
nature of the data sent from the encoder to the decoder makes
the objective function non-differentiable and prevents opti-
mizing end-to-end systems with gradient-based methods.
In [3], authors suggest to replace quantization with addi-
tive noise and propose an interpolation of the rate function.
A different quantization approximation is presented in [4].
These works show promising results, outperforming the JPEG
standard.
Entropy coding requires an estimate of the latents proba-
bility density function (PDF). Whereas previous works use
a fixed-PDF model, Balle´ et al. introduce hyperpriors in
[5], consisting in side-information conditioning each latent
PDF. This more accurate probability model brings important
performance gains. Minnen et al. and Lee et al. [6, 7]
add an autoregressive model (ARM) to infer PDF parameters
from previously sent values. However, such systems lead to a
prohibitive decoding time due to the sequential nature of the
ARM which is not suited for GPU processing.
In 2019, the Challenge on Learned Image Compression
(CLIC) [8] was held at the Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), providing a common eval-
uation framework to the learned image compression commu-
nity. Proposed end-to-end systems [9, 10] composed of a hy-
perprior and an ARM outperformed BPG [2].
Improvements of the latents probability model are the
main reason behind the successive performance gains. In this
paper, we propose a more accurate estimate of the latents
PDF widely inspired by the HEVC binarization process [11].
Based upon Minnen’s work [6], we present a new relaxation
method for a discrete rate function. This allows to leverage
the richer probability model providing either better perfor-
mance with the same complexity or similar performance with
a lightweight coding system.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Framework description
The work carried out in this paper is based upon Balle´ and
Minnen’s work [3, 5, 6]. Their framework for training end-
to-end lossy compression system is explained in this section.
The architecture is the one described in [6]. Fig. 1 illustrates
the coding scheme which can be summarized as:
1. Encoding the input image x into latents y = ga(x;θe);
2. Encoding the hyperprior z = ha(y;θhe);
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Fig. 1: Network architecture. Rounded arrows denote GDN
[3] and squared arrows LeakyReLU. Convolution parameters
are: filters number × kernel height × width / stride. Upscal-
ing convolutions are transposed convolutions.
3. Quantizing zˆ = Q(z), yˆ = Q(y) with a unitary uni-
form scalar quantizer;
4. Lossless arithmetic encoding (AE) and decoding (AD);
5. Decoding PDF parameters ψ = hs(zˆ;θhd);
6. Decoding yˆ to reconstruct the input image xˆ = gs(yˆ;θd).
The set of neural network parameters {θe,θd,θhe,θhd}
is learnt by minimizing a rate-distortion trade-off
L(λ) = D(x, xˆ) + λ (R(yˆ) +R(zˆ)) .
In this work, the distortion is computed through the mean-
squared error D(x, xˆ) = Ex∼px
[||x− xˆ||2].
Latents yˆ and the hyperprior zˆ are encoded with arith-
metic coding, a lossless coding method achieving a rate near
to Shannon entropy
R(yˆ) = Eyˆ∼m[L(yˆ;Pyˆ)] = Eyˆ∼m[− log2 Pyˆ(yˆ)],
where m denotes the distribution of latents (which is un-
known) and L is the code length computed thanks to the
probability model Pyˆ. This can be re-written as [7]:
R(yˆ) = H(m) +DKL(m || Pyˆ),
where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Thus,
minimizing the rate implies to jointly lower the entropyH(m)
of yˆ and properly match the distribution m with the probabil-
ity model Pyˆ. This also holds for rate of zˆ.
Training neural networks relies on gradient-based algo-
rithms, requiring all operations to be differentiable. Because
quantization derivative is null almost everywhere, it is mod-
eled as an additive uniform noise during training [3]
y˜ = y + u⇒ py˜ = py ∗ pu, u ∼ U(− 12 , 12 ),
where p denotes probability distribution. Continuous interpo-
lation L˜(y˜; py˜) = − log2 py˜(y˜) of the code length function
is used as a proxy to optimize discrete L(yˆ;Pyˆ). The same
goes for zˆ and the loss function becomes
L(λ) = Ex∼px
[
||x− xˆ||2 + λ(L˜(y˜; py˜) + L˜(z˜; pz˜)
]
. (1)
The hyperprior distribution pz˜ is estimated through a fixed
model described in [5]. Each latent yi is coded independently
and their distribution pyi ∼ N (µi, σi) is decoded from the
hyperprior
L˜(y˜; py˜) =
∑
i
L˜(y˜i, py˜i) =
∑
i
− log2 (pyi ∗ pu) (y˜i)
=
∑
i
− log2
∫ y˜i+ 12
y˜i− 12
N (u; µi, σi) du. (2)
In this paper, we enhance the probability model pyi in or-
der to improve the entropy coding efficiency. As in traditional
video coding, latents are transmitted in a binary version, al-
lowing a more accurate model pyi .
2.2. Binary probability model
For the sake of clarity, latents index is omitted i.e. y stands
for any yi. The purpose of this work is to relax assumptions
on py . To do so, each latent is represented with three binary
values and one integer with separate probability model. First,
the expectation µ is decoded from the hyperprior and used to
center y before quantization: yˆ = Q(y − µ). Each yˆ is then
signaled as described in Table 1.
yˆ
Elements transmitted Code length LbinG0 G1 S E
0 0 LG0
± 1 1 0 ±1 LG0 + LG1 + LS
± k 1 1 ±1 k LG0 + LG1 + LS + LE
Table 1: G0 (respectively G1) stands for greater than zero
(respectively one), S for sign and E for explicit.
Flags G0 and G1 are transmitted using an entropy coding
method, their code length is estimated as
LGX =
{ − log2 PGX if GX = 1,
− log2 (1− PGX ) otherwise X = {0, 1} .
Probabilities PG0 and PG1 are decoded from the hyperprior zˆ.
The sign flag is assumed equiprobable costing LS = 1 bit.
A latent |yˆ| ≥ 2 is explicitly transmitted with a code length
estimated as
LE(k) = − log2 Pyˆ(|yˆ| = k
∣∣ |yˆ| > 1). (3)
Here, py is modelled as a centered Laplace distribution with
σ decoded from the hyperprior. Equation (3) becomes
LE(k) = − log2
(
2
∫ k+0.5
k−0.5 L(u; 0, σ) du
1− ∫ 1.5−1.5 L(u; 0, σ) du
)
. (4)
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Fig. 2: The weighting function Γ.
The total code length Lbin is obtained by adding up all
transmitted elements (cf. Table 1). All yˆ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} are
no longer constrained to a pre-determined distribution as Pyˆ
can represent any symmetrical probability distribution in this
interval. The entropy coding of each latent y requires the set
{µ, σ, PG0 , PG1}. Hence, the decoded hyperprior ψ has four
features per yˆ: in Fig. 1 H = 4B.
2.3. Relaxed rate
The previous section proposes a richer representation of Pyˆ .
During training, discrete yˆ is replaced by a continuous y˜, re-
quiring the interpolation of the code length function L˜. As no
hypothesis is made on py , eq. (2) can not be used directly. A
new interpolation L˜bin is introduced as a weighted sum of the
two nearest integer rates:
L˜bin(y˜) = Γ(|y˜|)Lbin(by˜c) + (1− Γ(|y˜|))Lbin(by˜c+ 1),
where b·c denotes the floor function. Γ(y˜) is a weighting
function defined with linear segments and depicted in Fig.
2. The main design constraint on the weighting function Γ
is to ensure that L˜bin(k) = Lbin(k) for all integers k to
make training and inference metrics coherent. Because send-
ing yˆ = 0 requires only one element (G0), the optimization
process results in zeros being the most present value. The flat
zone in [0, 12 ] is used to make the optimization focus more on
the cost of zeros. In [1,+∞] interval, Γ is a simple linear
weighting based on the distance to the nearest integer. With
the relaxed rate, the loss function becomes:
L(λ) = Ex∼px [||x− xˆ||2 − λ(L˜bin(y˜) + L˜(z˜; pz˜))].
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Performance on CLIC low-rate task
The proposed method is evaluated on the CLIC 2019 low-
rate task [8]. The objective is to achieve the highest PSNR
at 0.15 bit per pixel (bpp). For all experiments, the training
set is constructed by concatenating the CLIC and DIV2K [12]
datasets. The 3 000 pictures of these datasets are transformed
into non-overlapping 256 × 256 crops. Minibatches of size
8 and Adam algorithm with a learning rate of 10−4 are used.
The training lasts 80 epochs and the learning rate is divided
by 5 at the 50th and 70th epoch.
The network described in Fig. 1 is used to evaluate three
probability models: Gaussian, Laplace and binary. For all ex-
periments, B = 76 yˆ features and C = 24 zˆ features are
transmitted. Transforms ga, gs and ha always have the same
complexity. The transform hs is slightly modified due to the
number of features (denoted as H in Fig. 1) needed to pa-
rameterize latents distribution (H = 2B for Gaussian and
Laplace, H = 4B for binary model). Hence, different perfor-
mance levels are entirely explained by the probability model.
The models are evaluated with lightweight (M = 64) and
standard (M = 192) configurations.
The rate is estimated by the latents entropy. Performance
at 0.15 bpp is obtained by training systems with a λ setting
a working point close to the target rate. During inference,
the quantization step can be slightly deviated from 1 to plot
rate distortion curve around the training point. This enables
to accurately estimate the rate at 0.15 bpp and to compute
BD rates [13] by comparing RD curves in [0.13, 0.17] bpp
interval. BD rate represents the rate difference necessary to
obtain the same PSNR quality between two systems.
Figure 4 and Table 3 sum up results on CLIC 2019 valida-
tion and test sets, composed of 102 and 330 various resolution
images . Gaussian systems are re-implementations of Minnen
et al. [6] without the autoregressive component and are used
as a baseline. Laplacian is added as [14] argues that it slightly
improves performances. BPG is also added as it is the image
version of HEVC, the state-of-the-art video coding standard.
The proposed method shows significant rate savings in all
configurations, up to 18.3 %. This proves the benefits of a
richer PDF model to perform a more efficient entropy cod-
ing. Binary probability model brings 9.1 % rate saving for
standard systems, achieving results competitive with BPG.
Performance improvements are greater with lightweight sys-
tems. It may be because they have less powerful transforms ga
and gs. Indeed, relaxing the constraints py makes the system
focus more on creating useful latents instead of matching a
given PDF. This holds for standard systems to a lesser extent.
Finally, it is worth noting that the binary model lightweight
system can reach the performance of the standard Gaussian
system with 10 times less parameters.
3.2. Illustration
Figure 5 depicts the processing of an image by the binary
model system. On the left side, feature map yˆ65 is the costli-
est feature map (around 7 % of the rate). Many pixels are
greater than one, resulting in high probabilities for PG0 and
PG1 . As most of the values have important dynamic and need
explicit sending, the scale parameter σ takes a wide range of
values. On the right side, feature map yˆ51 is very sparse and
consists mostly in details, representing only 2 % of the rate.
Entirely null areas, as the sky, are well captured by the hyper-
prior, with a very low probability of being greater than zero.
This allows to code them with fewer bits.
Systems M
Validation Test
PSNR BD rate PSNR BD rate
[dB] [%] [dB] [%]
JPEG / 26.31 / 25.10 /BPG 30.84 29.60
Gaussian
64
30.10 Ref. 28.87 Ref.
Laplacian 30.22 -5.9 28.99 -7.5
Binary 30.48 -14.4 29.26 -18.3
Gaussian
192
30.56 Ref. 29.31 Ref.
Laplacian 30.51 2.1 29.26 3.1
Binary 30.68 -7.5 29.49 -9.1
Fig. 3: Latents probability models performances on CLIC
validation and test sets. PSNR are given at 0.15 bpp. BD
rates are computed with the Gaussian system as reference.
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Fig. 4: Latents probability models performances.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a richer latents probability model based
on binary values and a learning process adapted for gradient-
based training. Experimental results demonstrates that this
method achieves important gains compared to usual paramet-
ric models such as Gaussian and Laplace distributions. Un-
der the CLIC test conditions, the binary probability model
leads to a rate saving up to 18 % for the same reconstruc-
tion quality. In future work, the binary model could be made
even more generalist with additional flags (G2, G3 etc.). This
would reduce latents explicit sending frequency and increase
the coding performance. The autoregressive component could
be used simultaneously with the proposed binary model to
study their interactions.
Input image x Decoded image xˆ
Feature map yˆ65 Feature map yˆ51
yˆ R(yˆ) (bits) yˆ R(yˆ) (bits)
PG0 PG1 σ PG0 PG1 σ
Fig. 5: Top: Original and compressed image. Middle: two yˆ and their corresponding rate. Bottom: PG0 (respectively PG1 ) is
the probability for a pixel to be greater than 0 (respectively 1). σ is the scale parameter used for explicit latents sending.
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